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SYMBOLS AND UNITS OF MEASUREMENTS
g(x) generation rate [photons/cm3 s]
<j>0 incident photons [cm-2 s'1]
R reflection coefficient (dimensionless)
a absorption coefficient [cm-1]
o> width of depletion region [cm]
H depth of planar cell [cm]
H' H-(z.+W) depth parameter [cm]
J
X., Z. junction depths [cm]
J J
P , P density of holes in n-region [cm-3]
n , n density of electrons in p-region [cm-3]
D , D diffusion coefficient of holes, electrons [cm2/s]
T , T lifetimes of holes, electrons [s]
S , Sn surface recombination velocity of holes, electrons [cm s-1]
J , J current density for holes, electrons [Amp cm"2]
L , L diffusion lengths of holes, electrons (L2=DT) [cm]
J. photocurrent density from depletion region [Amp cm-2] .
J short circuit current density [Amp cnr2]
J. . injection current density [Amp cm-2]inj
J recombination current density [Amp cm-2]
q charge of electron [coulomb]
N , N, doping densities for acceptors, donors [cm-3]
a o
n. intrinsic carrier density [cm-3]
voltage [volts]
built in voltagt
Boltzmann's constant [ev/deg K]
V.. e [volts]
IV
J total current density [Amp cm-2]
J0 dark current density [Amp crrr2]
R series resistance [ohms]
R shunt resistance [ohms]
n . depth parameter [cm]
x,y coordinates for photoconverter reference [cm]
B width of vertical junction cell [cm]
A depth of vertical junction cell [cm]
X , X coordinates defining space charge region [cm]
I total short circuit current [Amp]
ot*
1,1 hole, electron current [Amp]
W0 power density of laser [watts cm-2]
P. , P input, output power [watts]
Eff • efficiency [%]
a half width in x direction [cm]
b half width in y direction [cm]
6 (x 0 - x ) Oirac delta function
G! , G2 Green's function
u eigenfunctions
S0, Sj surface recombination velocit ies [cm s-1]
Um> V V Vl Eigenfunctions
SUMMARY OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR A CONVENTIONAL
AND VERTICAL JUNCTION PHOTOCONVERTER
By
John H. Heinbockel*
1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONVENTIONAL PHOTOCONVERTER
The first model considered is for a one-dimensional analysis of a con-
ventional photoconverter as described in References 1, 2. The geometry for
this conventional n/p photoconverter is illustrated in Figure 1. We assume
a generation rate
g(x) = *o (1-Re) « exp (-«X) (1.1)
and solve for the minority carriers in the n-region. These minority car-
riers must satisfy the diffusion equation
DD- (VPno> - — — ' -9 (x ) (1'2)P <jx2 n no T
P
subject to the boundary conditions
^ dx ^
and
P - P = 0 at X = X.. (1.4)
n n0 j
The solutions of the equations (1.2) (1.3) (1.4) gives the photocurrent
density at the junction edge.
< P n - p n o ) at




































q<t>o (1-Re) a i
Jn = P- (f l xf2 - aLn Exp (-aX,)) (1.6)
P ct2Lp2-l P J
where
S L /S L -X
- f! = _ ? _ ? _ + aLD -exp (-«X.) f LEJ, 1, J- (1.7)
°P ' ° \DP DP
S L




f(a, b, c) = a cosh (c) + bsinh(c) (1.9)
The diffusion equation for minority carriers in the p-region is given
with boundary conditions
n - n = 0 at X = X .+u . (1.11)
~°
n
 dl ^P " nP°} = $n (nP " nP°} at X=H' U'12)
This produces the photocurrent density
Dn - ( " p - V at X=Xj+<"
which evaluates as
(1-R JctL




SL S L H-X.-ai
f3 = [0L - JLH] exp [-a(H-Xr»)] + f (JLH. , 1, i_) (1.15)
Dn J °n Ln
S L H-X.-co
_2_!1 , i_) (1.16)
n n
where f is defined by equation (1.9).
The photocurrent from the depletion region is given by
-aX . -au>
Jdr = q4>0 (1-Re) e J [1-e ] (1.17)
and the total current due to the light source is
Jsc = Jp + Jn + Jdr
For the dark currents we have the injection current J. .and the
recombination current J which are given by
rec
in
J in = Jo [exp () -1] (1.19)
with
and
qD n.2 S L X. / S L X.j = P i ft P P 1 J<i / fri P P J'u o - - T - » l » — I / T 1 1 » - » —
L N, l D L;/ 0 Lp d p p P P
qO n.2 S L H-X .-u. / S L
-JL _L
 f(JUl , i. J )/f(i. JL2. . H-xro>) (1.20)
L N D L / D J
n a n n n
i.co sinh (ll)
rec ~
The dark current is J_ = J. . + J and the total current is J =D inj rec
The effect of a series resistance R and shunt resistance R . can be
included in the model by considering the equivalent circuit diagram of
Figure 2.
Nominal values for the conventional solar cell parameters are given in
the computer program "conven" listed in the Appendix A. In this computer
program the absorption coefficient as a function of energy is obtained from
interpolation of numerical input data. Empirical formulas approximating
lifetimes, mobilities, intrinsic carrier density and bandgap energy as





























2. ONE-DIMENSION VERTICAL JUNCTION PHOTOCONVERTER MODEL
The geometry for the vertical junction photoconverter is illustrated in
Figure 3. We consider a narrow strip at a depth n below the surface y = A.
Following References 3, 4, we treat this strip as a conventional photo-
converter and then sum the results over all n, 0 < n < A.
In the n-region we have the diffusion equation
- Pno) - n no = -g(A-y), (2.1)
T.P
subject to the boundary conditions:
P -P = 0 at X=X.+X (2.2)
n no j n
'
 Sp (pn-pno) at
From this equation we obtain the current density at X .+X given by
Jp = q °P (fVPno) *tX=Xj+Xn (2.4)
which simplifies to
[Sp-f (Sp.
f(Dp/Lp, Sp, (B-Xj-Xn) /Lp)

























Dn * )/T = -9(A-*> (2'6)
which is subject to the boundary conditions:
n -n =0 at X = X . - X (2.7)p po j p
Dn W = Sn ( n o } at X=° (2'8)
This produces the current density at X.-X given by
J P
Jn - "I Dn ( n O > at
which simplifies to
f(Dn/Ln> Sn, Uj-Xp)/Ln)
The total current is obtained by integrating these current densities over




 r = / J (n) dn + / J (n) dn = I + I (2.11)sc p n P n
The dark current is given by I .--= I * + I * whered p n
. ^
Lp f<Wp> !- <8-y*
• Wn-
Ln f<°n"-nV L
Using P. = B W0(1000) (watts) as the input power and Pn ¥ = Pmav as the1 n Out incLX
maximum power obtained from the I-V curve, we calculate the efficiency as
Eff = 10° Pin/Pout
Nominal values for the vertical junction photoconverter are given in the
computer program "VJSCP" listed in Appendix B. We use the same empirical
formulas approximating the lifetimes, mobilities, intrinsic carrier density
and bandgap energy as a function of temperature as listed in the Appendix B.
For both computer programs listed in Appendix A and Appendix B the tempera-
ture of the photoconverter is assumed controlled by the use of a heat pipe.
The current voltage relationship is obtained from the equivalent circuit
diagram of Figure 2.
3. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CONVENTIONAL PHOTOCONVERTER
The geometry for the three-dimensional conventional photoconverter
model is illustrated in Figure 4. We let R = { (x ,y ,z ) | |x|<a, |y|<b,
0<Z<Z.} denote the n-region and let R = { (x ,y ,z) l |x|<a, |y | <b, Z.+w<Z<H}
J r I J
denote the p-region. We assume that the light impinges upon the surfaces




FIGURE 4. Geometry for three dimensional model of photoconverter
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material is given by
U<VPno> ' 72(Pn-Pno> ' <VPno)/Lp2 =
where L() is the linear operator V2() - ( )/L 2 and g(x) is the generation
P
rate defined by (1.1). Boundary conditions for the above equation are:







at x=-a (3 .3)
at y=-b (3.4)
where we have assumed that the surface recombination velocity i s .So on the
sides and S on the surface z=0.P
Similarly, the equation for the diffusion of minority carriers in the
p-material is given by
(3.5)
p yu p yu \J |ju ii ii )J
with the boundary conditions





-D (n -n „) = Si (n -n ) at y=b, D in _n l=si(n -n \n r— v p po' 1V p po' J ' n T~ ^"p "po' ^"p npo'
• d y oy r r r r
at y=-b (3.8)
where Si, Sn are respectively the surface recombination velocities of the
sides and bottom surface z=H.
The solution to the equations (3.1) and (3.5) which satisfy the
corresponding boundary conditions is given in terms of Green's functions
Mx,y,z; *o».yo»2o) for the region Rn and G2(x,y,z; X0,y0z0) for the region
R .
P
The Lagrange identity associated with the linear operator L() is
uL(v) -VL(u) = UV2V - W2u. (3.9)
By Green's second formula we can write
= J7(uVV-Wu).vdao (3.10)
where dto is a volume element, dao is an element of surface area and ^ is a
unit normal to the surface. Let V = Gj(x,y,z; X0 ,y0 ,z0) be a Green's
function and let U = Pn-Pno denote the solution to (3.1) with vol = R , then
the integral (3.10) can be written
13




For L(Gi) = 6 ( x o - x ) 6(yo-y) < 5 ( z o - z ) , 5 = Dirac delta function, the above
gives
Z.
Pn-Pno=/ J J b / a -**o(l-Re) e"" ° GI (x.y.z; X 0 i y 0 f z 0 ) -dx 0 dy 0 dz 0 (3.12)
where the boundary conditions on GI are chosen such that the surface inte-
gral vanishes. The surface integral in (3.11) can be written for the region
R as follows:
n
-b 3xo 8xo xo=-a
a Z. ,r ' 9(P -P )
-a u ayo 8yo yo=b
b Z. -a(p -P )
(3.13)
-b u 3x0 3xo xo=a
a Z. ,. -3(p -P )












The above equation gives the boundary condition for the Green's function and
we obtain that Gj must satisfy
3 X 0 2
-
 Gl/L 2 = 6(x 0 -x ) 6(y0-y) «(z0 -z) , x0 ,y0 ,zo£Rn (3.14)
\+ 'I
with boundary conditions:
Dp i§L=SoG l a t y 0 = -b, -Dp at y0=b (3.15)
Dp £2L = SpGi at z0 = 0, G! = 0 at z0 = z.j
We perform a similar analysis for the region R and find the Green's func




.z)f x0 ,y0 ,zo eR_ (3.16)
with boundary conditions
15
-Dn J±= SjG2 at x0 = a,
(\ 3*0
-0 2.
 = SiG2 at y<) = b> D
at x0 = -a
at y0 = -b
-D l =
 s Q2 at ZQ = H> G2 = 0 at z0 = z.+<o
J
(3.17)







From the relations (3.12) and (3.18) we can obtain the current
densities
Jp - -qDp . (Pn-Pno) at l-l. and Jn = qDn (np-npo) at Z-Zj+a, (3.19)
To find the Green's functions Gj, G2 for the regions R and R we examine
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues associated with the operator L(). We let
u=u(r) satisfy the eigenvalue problem
d2u




D — + S3u = 0 at r=h, D — - S3u = 0 at r= -h (3.21)
dr dr
The eigenfunctions of this problem are:
u = un(r) = cos (xnr) = u (r; 0, S3, h, *n) (3.22)
where A = X satisfies the equation
(X h) tan (Ah) = Sah (3.23)
n n D
We let £n= xnh satisfy tan(?n) = Sah/D^ then £ is characterized by the
intersection of the curves y = tanU) and y = S3h/D^ (See Figure 5). Note
that for large values of n, ? approaches mr, and that the above .functions
u (r) are orthogonal on the interval (-h, h)
and




<• . . cos2(cn)
u n2 =
 h + IL. c o s 2 ( X h ) = h + ia!li ?_ (3.25)n
 D e*
Ue will use these functions in the construction of our Green's function
17
FIGURE'S. Graphical scheme for determining eigenvalues
13
solutions for GI and 62.
Define the eigenfunctions associated with the region R as
U (x) = cos(x x), -a <x<a, m=l,2,3...
with
• m . ~ m a ' "V
°p V
and where
tan Cm = S0a/Dp, m=l,2,3,
Also define the eigenfunctions
Vm(y) = cos(wmy), -b<y<b
with
S b2 cos2(T1 )
p \
where
nmtan (nm) = S0b/0p.
There will be a similar set of eigenfunctions associated with the region R .
P
* *We denote these eigenfunctions by U (x) and V (y) and note that -S 0 is
19
replaced by S1 in the calculation of these eigenfunctions. We now assume a
solution for the Green's functions GI, 62 as:
CO 00
Gl =
 ^ •£, A i j(z°) U j f xo jV^yb ) (3.26)
* *Go =32  E E B ( z 0 ) U ( x 0 ) V (y0) (3.27)
i =1 "i=l
as the functions U. and V. satisfy the boundary conditions and
Un(x) = cos (xnh) = u(x; Dp, S0, a, *n), -a<x<a
Un(x) = cos (A x) = u(x; Dn, S lt a, xn), -a<x<a
Vm(y) = cos (ymy) = u(y; Dp, So, b, J»m), -b<y<b
V*(y) = cos (p*y) = u(y; Dn, Slf b, Wm*) t -b<y<b
where it is assumed that So, Si are different from zero. 'Substituting
(3.26) and (3.27) into (3.14) and (3.16) respectively, we find that A^ and






I J J '
20
dA
with ij2 = LP2/(1
* *IIB i j - i U. ( x )V . (y)6(z0 -z)_L_ B^ = J __! , Z.+eo <1J
 * , *,lU.^lV^2
z0<H (3.29)
B,<(Z.+u>) = 0 ,
dB. .
,, = 0 at z0 = H.
with * *
These equations have the solutions
U j(x)V1(y)yi ' (z0)y2(z)
iU i i2 iV1 i2
J '
U j ( x )V . (y )y 1 ( z )y 2 ( z 0 )






yi(z) = cosh sinh
sinh (Z . -z ) / y . . ;




r. . sinh (Z./y. .)
*. . *U j(x)V i(y)y l f(z)y3(z0)
nU*n2nV*n2 A2







with ys(z) = sinh
. S CT ..















Observe that G has a removable singularity where oy
mn mn
we can write
=1 and in this case
mn fmn+l
1 - e
-Z./y (err -1)j mnv mn '
-e
The current density J is given.by




-a(z.+w) S a. .
5 J (JUla -1) Sinh(H'/a )v
 n mr\ J v mnx
-a (Z .+w)
with H' = H-z,--w. The total light current is Ji = Jn+JniJ L JJ M
23
DARK CURRENTS
The equations describing the dark currents associated with the n and p
regions may be expressed




P = P -P = P
n no no













-Dn _ - S0 P = 0 at y = b, Dn _ - S0 P = 0 at y= -b









^ rt ^ f\
-D - S,n = 0 at x = a, 0 - S,n = 0 at x=-a
n
 3x 1 n 3x '
3n 3n






with V. the junction voltage.
J







where I., i=l,...6 are the surface integrals defined by (3.13). Applying











and the dark current opposing the photo current is given by
Jpd - -q Dp grad (3.38)
Z=ZJ
A similar analysis for the region R produces the electron density
25
b a
W ^ / -V"




and the dark current opposing the photocurrent is given by




The equations (3.38) and (3.40) simplify to





* . . *
(3.42)
where P = nVN. 'and n = n?/N
no i d po i a
The total dark current density is
Jdark = Jpd + Jnd = Jo (3.43)
We use the recombination current density from (1.21) and calculate the
total currents by integration
26
b a
I = •/ / J dxdy , (3.44)
5C
 -b -a L
I = J • 4ab (3.45)
rec rec
b a
I0 = / / Jo dxdy (3.46)
-b -a
b a
I . . = / / 0, . dxdy (3.47)dark \ ' dark J
~U " u
The current voltage relation is obtained from the equivalent circuit
diagram of Figure 2. The computer program "SC30" which utilizes the above
equations is given in Appendix C.
4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL VERTICAL JUNCTION SOLAR CELL
With reference to the geometry illustrated in Figure 4, we assume the
photoconverter is illuminated from the side x=a. For this assumption, we
use the generation term g(a-x) where g(x) is defined by equation (1.1).
Also we must modify the Green's functions Gj, G2 used in the conventional
photoconverter. Note that GI , 62 were expanded as double Fourier series
which were symmetric in both x and y. For illumination from the side x=a we
must remove the symmetry in the x-direction. Consequently, for the n-region




m-1 £=1 I V*iW£i* Pm£
27
oo oo U 1 Vn ) W ( 7 « W ( V^ W (
m=1 0=1 * * *
where W = sin (n (Z . -z ) ) , 0 < z < Z., £=1,2,3.... (4.3)£ £ j 3
and W. = sin (n.(z-Z,-w)), Z.+u><z<H, £=1,2,3.... (4.4)
*. X- J J
are eigenfunctions with eigenvalues determined by the roots of the equations
and
(Vj)/(sPV = t a n (Vj) (4-5)
'
Dn (n£H ') /SnH1) = tan KRI) ' H'-H-Zj-u (4.6)
respectively. These eigenfunctions have the norm squared
. . sin(2n Z )
n2 = iz. - I U_ (4 .7 )
2 J 4 TI
* , , sin(2n,H')
n W . n 2 = iH ' -£ * (4.8)
• 2 4 *
*In (4.1) and (4.2) Vm, Vm have been previously defined in (3.26) and (3.27)














- y i (X )y 2 (Xo ) , -a<X0<X
-y i (Xo)y2 (X) , X<Xo <a
(4.12)
-a<Xo<X
-y< * (Xo )y3 (X ) , X<Xo<a
(4.13)
y i(X) = cosh (±1) +!j
r Dmn p mn
(4.14)
y 2 (X ) = y i (-X) (4.15)





= ys ( -X ) (4.17)




Pn"Pno = / / / "9(d"Xo) 9i(x,y.z; x0 ,y0 ,z0) dx0dy0dz0 (4.18)0 -b -a D
and in the p-region we can represent the solution to the boundary value
problem (3.5) by
H b a , .
nD-nDo = 1 / / ° 92(x > y > z ; X0 ,y0 ,z0) dx0dy0dzo (4.19)p po
 L -b
^j+uj ° - "n
where the source term has been replaced by g(a-Xo) which models the illumi-
nation from the side X0 = a. From these equations we use (3.19) to obtain
the photocurrents. The computer program "VSC30" describing the vertical
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APPENDIX A





CONVENTIONAL SOLAR CELL PROGRAM SET UP FOR Si SOLAR CELL CHARACTERISTICS




READ IN Si Icon ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT DATA
! THIS IS NUMBER OF DATA POINT PAIRS TO READ
!IF YOU CHANGE THIS NUMBER CHANGE DIM STATEMENT ABOVE
1=1 TO Nsi




DATA 1 . 1 , 1 , 1 . 1 5 , 1 0 , 1 . 2 4 , 1 0 0 , 1 . 3 7 8 , 3 5 0 . 1 . 4 6 , 9 5 0 , 1 . 7 7 , 2 0 0 0
DATA 2 . 067 , 4500 , 2 . 48 , 1 E4 , 2 . 76 , 2E4 ,'3 . 1 , 5E4 . 3 . 26 , 1 E5 . 3 . 5 , 1 E6 . 3 . 6 , 1 . 1 E6








LABEL "SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVE"
CSIZE 5
MOVE 50,40
LABEL "IT TAKES A MOMENT TO CALCULATE"
! SOLAR CELL CONSTANTS
rCONSTANTS FOR MOBILITY Mun
A0=65.02 !FOR Si; FOR GaAs A0=5076.11
A1=5.72E-9 IFOR Si;FOR GaAs A1=6.03E-8
A2=2.49E+9 IFOR Si;FOR GaAs A2=2.13E6
rA3=2.5 IFOR Si ; FOR GaAs A3=1.0 :
ICONSTANTS FOR MOBILITY Map
60=54.46 !FOR Si ; FOR GaAs 60=37.33 ; FOR Ge 80=3140.27
81=6.76E-9 !FOR Si; FOR GaAs B1-8.51E-9; FOR Ge B1-1.79E-7
B2=2.93E+9!FOR Si; FOR GaAs 62=6. 05E7 ; FOR Ge B2=1.18E9
B3=2.7 !FOR Si; FOR GaAs 83=2.1; FOR Ge B3=2.33
ICONSTANTS FOR BANDGAP AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
Eggo=1.16 IFOR Si; FOR GaAs 1.522 ; FOR Ge .741
Alphao=7.02E-4 IFIR Si; FOR GaAs 5.8E-4; FOR Ge 4.56E-4
Betao=1108. IFOR Si: FOR GaAs 300: FOR Ge 210









; FOR Ge A0=458.68
FOR Ge A1=7.92E-9
FOR Ge A2=6.08E7
FOR Ge A3=1 .66
ICONSTANT FOR LIFETIME CALCULATIONS
ICONSTANT FOR ABSORPTION SHIFT
ICONSTANT FOR ABSORPTION SHIFT -SEE BELOW




























CHANGE THE VALUES BELOW IF DESIRED
{SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY CM/SEC
!SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY CM/SEC
! DOPING DENSITY P REGION CM-3
! DOPING DENSITY N-REGION CM-3
! CONSTANT FOR LIFETIME CALCULATION
! CONSTANT FOR LIFETIME CALCULATION
!LASER POWER KW/CM2
!Wo DETERMINES TEMPERATURE IN CELL
?SEE BELOW
!HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TO BACK SURFACE
!UNITS OF WATTS/CM2-DEG C
{WATTS/CM-DEG C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BACK SURFACE
{TEMPERATURE DEG C OF HEAT PIPE (ASSUMED TEMP
!OF HEAT PIPE LOWER TEMPERATURE
!LASER WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
{REFLECTION COEFFICIENT FOR ILLUMINATED SURFACE
! SOLAR CELL SERIES RESISTANCE IN OHMS
{SHUNT RESISTANCE IN OHMS
! Si PERMITIVITY COEFFICIENT (DIMEMSIONLESS)
{SOLAR CELL HEIGHT IN CM
{JUNCTION DEPTH IN CM
BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
{ESTIMATE ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ALPHA
T=273+Tpipe+1000*Wo*<t-Re)/Hh2 {ESTIMATE SOLAR CELL TEMP DEG K
Ener=1.2402/Lambda ! ENERGY IN EV FOR WAVELENGTH LAMBDA
Egt=Eggo-Alphao*T*T/<T+Betao> ?BANDGAP FOR THIS TEMPERATURE
IF <Ener<=1.7> THEN Xkko=<1.3*Ener-1)*1.OE-3
Deie=2*Xkko*<T-TO>
E=Ener+Dele
Alpha=FNAbsorp<Nsi.Esi<*),Asi<*),E> {APPROXIMATION OF A1PHA
{CALCULATE TEMPERATURE OF SOLAR CELL AT LASER SURFACE INTERFACE
Yy1=AlPha*H
Yy2=0
IF <YyH220) THEN Yy2=EXP(-Yy! >
T = Tpipe-t-(Wo*1000*(1-Re)/Kbaclc)*«Kback/Hh2)-1/Alpha)*(1-Yy2)
IF (T<TPipe) THEN T=TPipe
T=T+273 {CONVERT TO DEG K
Kbtg=Kb*T ! BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT TIMES TEMPERATURE





















Ni = <Nia1)-»(Nia2>*.<TA-1.5)*EXP<-Egt/<Kbtg*2)> {INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY







{SPACE CHARGE REGION WIDTH
? DEPTH OF BOTTOM SECTION <P REGION)
! DIFFUSION LENGTH CALCULATION
f DIFFUSION LENGTH CALCULATION
! WAVELENGTH INCREMENT FOR SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVE
A-3
PLOT SPECTRAL RESPONSE AND THEN PAUSE TO LOOK AT IT
FOR J-1 TO 50
X(J)=1 . 115+<J-1>*D1 !THIS IS ENERGY IN EV
Xx<J> = 1 .2402/XU) !THIS IS WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
Ener=X(J)
Engo=X(J)
IF <Ener>t.7) THEN Xkk-Xkko









Y 2 = Y 1 / ( Y 1 * Y 1 - 1 >






















Y4=FNH<Aa1 ,1 . ,Aa2>
Y 5 = Y 1 * Y 1 z















GRAPHICS FOR SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVE
GINIT
GRAPHICS ON .
DUMP DEVICE IS 701 !FOR LARGE GRAPHS USE 701.EXPANDED
WINDOW -.25,1.60,-.1,1.1 ! XMIN,XMAX.YMIN,YMAX FOR GRAPH
FRAME ! DRAW A BOX AROUND GRAPH
AXES .10, .10,0.,0,5,2,6 !XTIC,YTIC,ORIGIN,POSITION OF MAJOR TICS
NOW TO LABEL THE AXES—-X AXIS FIRST
CSIZE 4
LORG 6










LABEL THE AXES WITH NAMES
!THIS SETS ANGLES TO DEGREES




LABEL "WAVELENGTH(MICRONS>" fWRITE LABEL IN CENTER OF AXES
LDIR 30 ! GET READY FOR A 90 DEG ROTATION OF LABEL






PLOT THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVES FOR
CONTRIBUTION: FROM FRONT;BACK;DEPLETION REGION;TOTAL
1=1 TO 4






































VOLTAGE GOES FROM 0 TO ITS OPEN CIRCUIT VALUE
AND WE CALCULATE THE CORRESPONDING CURRENT
250
I260 I = Jsc
270 Begin: X1x=V+I*Rs
!290 Jrec=FNRec<Ni,W,X1x,Kb,T,Vbi,Tn,Tp>




I380 End: • ! SAVE RESULTS FOR PLOTTING
390 Volts<Icount>-V*1000. fMILLIVOLTS
:400 Amps<Icoant)=I*1000. !MILLIAMPS
410 P=V*I !POWER IN WATTS
:420 IF <P>Pmax) THEN Pmax=P
430 IF (Amps<Icount»Max> THEN Max=Amps<Icoant)
440 IF <Amps<Icou.nt)<0) THEM GOTO Stop
450 GOTO Start
460 Stop: !GRAPH CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP
470 Amps<Icou.nt) = 0
480 !
490 !












620 ! LABEL AXES
630 LORG 6
640 LDIR -90






























































! PAUSE LOOK AT GRAPH IF YOU LIKE IT TYPE — DUMP GRAPHICS
A-7













*370 LABEL "THE PROGRAM IS OVER"





M30 def FNAbsorp(Nsi,Esi(*) ,Asi<») ,Energ)
1440 '1=0
1450 IF <Energ<Esi<1>> THEN Alpha=0
M60 IF <Energ<Esi<1» THEN StopS
i470 St3: 1=1+1
M80 IF <I>Nsi) THEN Last3






























































110. IF (Error<1.OE-6) THEN GOTO Ender
120 U-U1
130 GOTO Starter





[ Sn= 9 3p= 8 Na= 1.25E-H? Nd= 5.E>!9 '
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T = lew.B BEG C - •
^_ 5n= 0 Ln= .312358 ' \
'Sp= 8 Lp= ,0eilS43 >
Na= t.2?E-t-l? Mun= 588.3 \
Xj- .3005 " "" 1
u_ H - .45





"~ Laaibda= 1 . 3E
Jsc- 2S4.M0292564 i
- • I
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FIGURE Al. Representative output from the program "COIWEN"
illustrating spectral response and current voltage
; relationship for conventional photoconverter.
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APPENDIX B
BASIC COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR
































































{VERTICAL JUNCTION SOLAR CELL PROGRAM
REM
t
VERTICAL JUNCTION SOLAR CELL PROGRAM CONSTANT TEMPERATURE
DIM Voltsd 00) ,AmPs< 100) ,Yisc<201 ) . Yidark (201 ), Yrec(201 )
DIM Aa<100,3),Z<100),X<100),Xx<100)
DIM Esi(20),Asi<20)
Si ENERGY(EV), ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT <CM-1) DATA
•Nsi = 20
FOR 1=1 TO Nsi
READ Esi(I),Asi(I)
NEXT I

























!LASER POWER IN KW/CM2
{TEMPERATURE CALCULATED BELOW BASED ON THIS POWER
{REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
{WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
! SERIES RESISTANCE IN OHMS
{SHUNT RESISTANCE IN OHMS







! DOPING DENSITIES CM-3
{DOPING DENSITY CM-3 IN N REGION
? CONSTANT FOR Si LIFETIMES SEE Taun AND Taup BELOW
?FOR Si;USE 1.522 FOR GaAs ;USE .741 FOR Ge
?FOR Si;USE 5.8E-4 FOR GaAs;USE 4.56E-4 FOR Ge
!FOR Si;USE 300 FOR GaAs; USE 210 FOR Ge
! SOLAR CELL DIMENSIONS
A=1.0 !CM Y=A IS TOP, Y=0 IS BOTTOM
B=.002 ?CM X-0 IS LEFT, X=B IS RIGHT SIDE OF SOLAR CELL
Xj-,001 !CM JUNCTION LINE AT X=Xj
IF <Xj>B) THEN PRINT "PLEASE MAKE JUNCTION INSIDE OF CELL-THANK YOU"
Kback=1.5 !WATTS/CM-DEG C THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FBR Si
B-2
Hh2=!00. ?WATTS/CM2-DEG C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
TpiPe=20. ?TEMP DEG C OF HEAT PIPE
Absorpo=1.6955E+3 {ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT FOR Si SEE Alpha BELOW
Xkk=1.2E-3 {CONSTANT FOR ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT SEE Dele BELOW
Xkko=1.2E-3
NiaO=4.*9E+15 {INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY COEFFICIENT SEE Ni BELOW
Nia1=1.610 {ANOTHER CONSTANT FOR Si INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
Epso-11.6 {PERMITIVITY FOR Si DIMENSIONLESS
{CONSTANTS FOR Si MOBILITY Mun
AbO-65.Q2 ? FOR GaAs USE 5076.11 ; FOR Ge USE 458.63
Ab1=5.72E-9 ! FOR GaAs USE 6.03E-88 ;FOR Ge USE 7.92E-9
Ab2=2.49E+9 ? FOR GaAs USE 2.13E6 ; FOR Ge USE 6.08E7
Ab3=2.5 ? FOR GaAs USE 1.0 ; FOR Ge USE 1.66
{CONSTANTS FOR Si MOBILITY Mup
BaO=54.46 ? FOR GaAs USE 37.33 ; FOR Ge USE 3140.27
Ba1=6.76E-9 ? FOR GaAs USE 8.51E-9 ; FOR Ge USE 1.79E-7
Ba2=2.93E+9 ? FOR GaAs USE 6.05E7 : FOR Ge USE 1.18E9
Ba3=2.7 ? FOR GaAs USE 2.1 ; FOR Ge USE 2.33
«••***•»•*••*•-*•*•**•**•*-*•*-*••**••*•**-**•*•*•-*••*-*•;






T0=300 {CONSTANT REFERENCE TEMPERATURE
Engo=1,2402/Lambda
IF <Engo<-1.7> THEN Xkk=<1,3*Engo-1)*1.OE-3
Dele=Xkk*<T-TO)
E=Engo+Dele
Alpha=FNAbso<Nsi ,Esi (*>,Asi<*>,E> •
Ff2=0
IF <Alpha*A<700> THEN Ff2=EXP(-Alpha*A)
T=TPipe+Wo*«1-Re)*1000/Kback)*<Kback/Hh2-1 . /Alpha>*< 1 -Ff 2>
IF <T<Tpipe) THEN T=Tpipe
T=T+273 ! THIS IS THE TEMPERATURE DEG K DUE TO POWER Wo
Kb=8.6172E-5 ? BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT EV/K
Q-1.6E-19 ! ELECTRON CHARGE COULOMBS
Tno=1.86E-4 {LIFETIME CONSTANT
TPo=3.52E-3
Taun=Tno/<1.+Na/B1> {CALCULATION OF LIFETIMES
Taup=Tpo/(1.+Md/B1)
Ego=Eggo-(Alphao)*TO*TO/<TO+Betao) ? 1.12 EV AT 300 DEG K
Egt=Eggo-<Alphao)*T*T/<T+Betao> {BANDGAP IN EV
PhiO=Wo*Lambda*5.03306E+21 ?PHOTONS/CM2-S
Engo=1.2402/Lambda {ENERGY IN EV
IF <Engo<=1.7) THEN Xkk=<I.3*Engo-l.>*1.QE-3 !SEE ABOVE FOR Xkk
Dele=Xkk*<T-TO) ! SHIFT IN BANDGAP DUE TO TEMP
E=Engo+Dele
Alpha=FNAbso<Nsi,Esi(*),Asi<»>.£) ! ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT CM-1
Icount-0 {INITIALIZE COUNTER
Xstep-VO'f" {VOLTAGE STEP SIZE
IF <A>.02) THEN Deli=A/200 {DEPTH BELOW SURFACE STEP SIZE
IF <A<=.02) THEN Deiz=.02/200
Max=0 ? DUMMY MAXIMUM CURRENT
Delvo=.05 {CHANGE IN VOLTAGE
V=-Delvo {INITIALIZE VOLTAGE
B-3











Ni=Niap*Nia1*<n .5)*EXP<-Egt/(Kbtg*2» {INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
Vbi=Kbtg*LOG(Na*Nd/(Ni*Ni» {BUILT IN VOLTAGE




Xn=W*Na/(Na+Nd) {DISTANCE INTO M REGION







Pin=B*Wo*1000 {POWER INTO CELL B by I CM (WATTS)
Imax=0
Kmax=60
FOR J-1 TO Kmax
X(J>-1.000+(J-1)*.03 ! ENERGY IN EV
Xx(J)=1.2402/X(J> {WAVELENGTH IN MICRONS
Phio=Wo*Xx<J)*5.033E+21
Ener=X(J)
IF- <Ener>1.7) THEN Xkk=Xkko







IF (Zzl<700) THEN Yyy1=EXP<-Zz1> !NO NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
In=-Ln*F1*Q*Phio*<1-Re)*<1-Yyy1) {CURRENT FROM RIGHT SIDE AMPS
Ip=-Lp*F2*Q*Phio*<1-Re)*(1-Yyy1) {CURRENT FROM LEFT SIDE AMPS
Isr=<In+Ip)/Pin
IF (Isr>Imax).THEN Imax=Isr
{PRINT In, IP {OPTIONAL PRINT STATEMENT
































LABEL "NORMALIZED SPECTRAL RESPONSE"
DRAW THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE CURVES
FOR 1=1 TO 3
FOR J-1 TO Kmax
Z<J)=Aa<J,I)/Imax
NEXT J
MOVE X x < 1 ) , Z < 1 >

















LABEL "CURVE IS NEXT"
MOVE 50,15
LABEL "CALCULATIONS TAKE 5 MINUTES "






























PRINT " Isc lo Irec Volts" 'OPTIONAL
5000
T E M P E R A T U R E DISTRIBUTION FROM TOP TO BOTTOM AS F U N C T I O N OF Z IS CONSTANT
M u n = F N M u n ( N a , T , A b O . A b 1 , A b 2 , A b 3 > JMOBILITIES AS FUNCTION OF T
M u p = F N M u p < N d , T , B a O . B a 1 , B a 2 , B a 3 )
Kbtg=Kb*T !BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT TIMES TEMPERATURE
Egt=Eggo- (Alphao>*T*T/ (T+Betao) !BANDGAP IN EV
Dn=Kbt3*Mtin !DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT <CM^2>/S
Dp=Kbtg*Mup
N i = < N l a O > * < N i a t > * C r i .5>*EXP(-Egt/(Kbtg*2>> ' INTRINSIC DENSITY
Vbi=Kb*T*LOG(Na*Nd/(Ni*Ni» !BUILT IN VOLTAGE (VOLTS)




















Engo=1.2402/Lambda !ENERGY IN EV
IF (Engo<=1.7) THEN Xkk=(1.3*Engo-1,>*!,
Dele=Xkk*(T-TO) ! SHIFT IN BANDGAP
E=Engo+Dele ! EV






































Irec=Y8 ! RECOMBINATION CURRENT
t
»
!PRINT Y8;V;N i;W;Kb;T;Vb i;Taun:Taup
!AMPS/CM2
AMPS/CM2

































!WE INTEGRATE OVER THE HEIGHT OF CELL—UNITS ARE NOW AMPS FOR ALL I'S
U6-V/<Kb*T) ! NO DIMENSIONS
PRINT Isc;Io;Irec;V {OPTIONAL PRINT STATEMENT
IF <Rs=0) THEN GOTO Skip !TEST TO SEE IF SERIES RESISTANCE IS ZERO
I=FNNKRs,V,T,Io,Isc,Irec,Kb,Rsh> 'NONLINEAR CALCULATION OF CURRENT
GOTO Ready
Skip: I=Isc-Io*<EXP(U6)-1)-Irec-V/<Rsh> ! TOTAL CURRENT AMPS
Ready: !
Amps(Icount>=I*IOOO 'SAVE FOR PLOTTING CONVERT TO MILLIAMPS
P=I*V !POWER (WATTS)
*
! FIND MAXIMUM POWER IN WATTS
IF <P>Pmax> THEN Pmax=P
IF <Amps(Icou.nt»Maxy) THEN Maxy-Amps<Icou.nt>
IF <I<0) OR <Vbi<V+Delvo> THEN GOTO Finish
IF <V>=.45> THEN Delvo=Xstep
GOTO Start
Finish: Amps(Icount)=0
INOW DO SOME GRAPHICS
B-7
GCLEAR







ILABEL AXES X-AXIS FIRSTt ****»*»********»**•*•**•*•***•*•**•*••*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*•*»**•*
LORG G
LDIR -90





























































LABEL "Man=";DROUND<Mant5);" MLLP=" ;DROUND(Mup,5)
MOVE 500,.25*Maxy
LABEL "Na=";Na;" Nd=";Nd} ******»***»»********»»********•»•»*•»•»•»•»*•»•»****•»•»•»•»•»**•»•»**••»•«







LABEL "FINISHED WITH PROGRAM"





FUNCTIONS USED IN THE PROGRAM








I **^ *****»* **********•*•****•**-***«-*****•*•******•*•*****•*****

















def FNRatio<X1,S,X2) • !SPECIAL FUNCTION









def FNTanMX) !HYPERBOLIC TANGENT
IF <X1>230> THEN GOTO Next





def FNCur<A,B> ! ANOTHER RATIO TYPE FUNCTION
F1 = <B+FNTanh<A»/<B*FNTanh<A> + 1 .) ' .
RETURN F1
FNEND
def FNNKRs,V,T,Io,Isc,Irec,Kb,Rsh) ! NONLINEAR EQUATION SOLVER






U1=U-F/FP !IMPROVED GUESS BY NEWTONS METHOD
Error=ABS(U1-U) !ITERATE UNTIL ERROR IS LESS THAN E-6
IF (Error<1.OE-6) THEN GOTO End
U=U1 'UPDATE OLD GUESS
GOTO Startl !DO EVERYTHING AGAIN
End: RETURN U1»Ib
FNEND






def FNB<X,Ni,W,Kb,T,vbi,Taun,Taup) {DERIVATIVE OF ABOVE FUNCTION










5440 IF (Energ<Esi<1» THEN Alpha=0
5450 IF <Energ<Esi<1>> THEN StopS
5460 St3: I-I-H
5470 IF (I>Nsi> THEN Last3




















SILICON '^ EHTICflL TUITION CELL
Paut-
Rs- 3 \










W1DTH= .082 THICKNE55= I
- Xj- .381 VDC- 920
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FIGURE BI. Representative output from the program "VJSCP"
illustrating spectral response and current-voltage
relationship for vertical junction photoconverter.
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C SC3D=SOLAR CELL 3 DIMENSIONAL (ILLUMINATED FROM TOP Z=O)
C

























C POW = LASER POWER CKW/CM2)
C N A = D O P I N G DENSITY CCM-3)
C ND = DOPING DENSITY CCM-3)
C L A M B D A = W A V E L E N G T H CMICRONS)
C A = HALF WIDTH OF X-DIRECTION C -A .LE. X .LE. A)
C B=HALF WIDTH OF Y-DIRECTION ( -B .LE. Y .LE. B)
C H = DEPTH OF CELL IN Z-DIRECTION C 0 .LE. Z .LE. H)
C ZJ=JUNCTION DEPTH FROM Z = O CCM)
C T= TEMPERATURE CDEG K)
C RS=SERIES RESISTANCE OHMS
C RSH = SHUNT RESISTANCE OHMS
C SNrSURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY TOP CCM/S}
C SP = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY BOTTOM CCM/SD
C SO = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY TOP SIDES
C S1 = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY BOTTOM SIDES
C N E I G V z N U M B E R OF EIGENVALUES
C ITYPE = TYPE OF MATERIAL
C ITYPE = 1 FOR SILICON CSI}
C ITYPE = 2 FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE (GAAS)
C ITYPE = 3 FOR GERMANIUM CGE)
C ISWITCH TURNS CONTOUR PLOT ON AND OFF
C ISWITCH = O CONTOUR PLOT IS OFF




8 NOMINAL VALUES FOR NAMELIST VARIABLES
C
POWr.OOl $ RE = .O5
LAMBDA=1.O6 $ ITYPE = 1
T0=300. $ T = 300.
RS=O.O $ RSH = 1.0E6
SN=1.O $ SP = 1.0
SO=1.O $ SI = 1.O
NA = 1.25E17 $ ND = 5.0E19
A=.5 $ B = .5







D A T A C EN E R G S C K D . K = 1.8Vl. 1.1.15,1.24,1.378,1.46,1.77,2.O67,2.48/
D A T A C E N E R G S C K ) , K = 9.15)/2.76,3.1,3.2613.5,3.6.4.0,4.2/
DATA C E N E R G S C K ) , K = 16,20)/5.0,5.2,6.0.8.0,10.0/
DATA (A L P S C K ) , K = 1,7)/l.0,10.0,100.0,350.0,950.0,2.E3,4.5E3/
DATA C A L F S C K 5 , K = 8,145/1.OE4,2.OE4.5.OE4,1.OE5,1.0E6.1.1E6,1.8E6/
D A T A C A L P S C K 5 , K = 15.205/2.5E6,1.9E6,2.0E6,1.5E6,1.3E6.1.1E6/
C CONSTANTS FOR MOBILITIES
DATA ASO.AS1,AS2.AS3/65.02,5.72E-9,2.49 E9.2.5/
DATA BSO,BS1,BS2,BS3/54.46,6.76E-9,2.93E9,2.7/
C CONSTANTS FOR BANDGAP AS FUNCTION. OF TEMPERATURE
DATA EGGOS,ALPHAOS,BETAOS/1.16,7.O2E-4,1108.O/
C CONSTANTS FOR INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
DATA NIAS1.NIAS2/4.9E15.1.61/
C CONSTANTS FOR LIFETIMES
DATA TNOS,TPOS,B4/2.79E-4,3.52E-3,7.1E15/
EPSOSrll.6
C GALLIUM ARSENIDE PARAMETERS
C ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT CURVE FOR GAAS
NDATAGA=16
D A T A C E N E R G G A C K ) , K = 1,85/1.37,1.38,1.4,1.41,1.42.1.43,1.44.1.5/
D A T A C E N E R G G A C K ) , K = 9,165/1.6,1.8,2.0,2.4,3.0.3.5,4.0,4.5/
D A T A C A L P G A C K 5 , K = 1,8)/18.,32.,119..175.,2.5E3,4.5E3,6.E3.1.4E4/
D A T A C A L P G A C K D . K = 9,16)/1.8E4.3.E4,4.E4.1.E5,2.E5,3.E5,4.E5.5.E5/
C
C CONSTANTS FOR MOBILITIES
DATA AGAO,AGA1,AGA2,AGA3/5076.11,5.24E-9,6.43E5,1.O/
DATA BGAO,BGA1,BGA2,BGA3/1477.3,8.59E-8,6.05E7,2.1/
C CONSTANTS FOR BANDGAP
DATA EGGOGA,ALPHGA.BETGA/1.519,5.4E-4,2O4./
C CONSTANTS FOR INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
DATA NIAGA1.NIAGA2/4.9E15..0488844/




C GERMANIUM SOLAR CELL PARAMETERS
NDATAGE=22
C-3O \J
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K D , K = 1,8D /.66,.68..7,.73,.76,.79,.8,.81''
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K D , K = 9 , 1 6 D / . 8 3 , . 8 5 , . 8 7 5 , . 9 , . 9 7 . 1 . 7 . 2 . 6 , 3 . /
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K D , K = 17,22D /3.614.,4.4,5.0,6.b,8./
D A T A C A L P G E C K D , K = 1,8D /1.,1O.,2O.,6O.,1OO.,6OO.,1.E3,4.E3''
D A T A C A L P G E C K ) , K = 9,16D /5.E3,8.E3,8.5E3,9.E3,1.E4,1.E517.E5,8.E5/
DATA C A L P G E C K D , K = 17,22D /1.E6,1.4E6,2.0E6,1.3E6,1.2E6,1.0E6/
DATA AGEO,AGE1,AGE2,AGE3/^58.68,7.92E-9.6.08E7,1.66/






C READ IN ANY CHANGES TO THE ABOVE PARAMETERS
C USE NAMELIST VARIABLES
C




I F C E O F C 5 D D 6 0 O . 6 0 1
600 W R I T E C 6 . 6 0 3 D
603 FORMATC1X.28HEND OF FILE ENCOUNTERED-STOP )
STOP 1313
601 C O N T I N U E
C
WRITEC6.11O)
110 F O R M A T C X / D
Q=1.6E-19
XKKO=1.2E-3




C EPSO IS THE PERMITIVITY
XGRAPH=XGRAPH+ 1
C
C SETUP PARAMETERS FOR CORRECT TYPE OF PHOTOCONVERTER MATERIALS
C ITYPE = 1 CSD
C ITYPE = 2 CGAAS)
C ITYPE = 3 (GED
IFCITYPE .EQ. ID WRITEC6.1HD
IFCITYPE .EQ. 2} WRITEC6.112)
IFCITYPE .EQ. 3) WRITEC6.113D
111 FORMATC1X.25HSILICON PHOTOCONVERTER , / D
112 FORMATC1X.35HGALLIUM ARSENIDE PHOTOCONERTER ./D
113 FORMATC1X.25HGERMANIUM PHOTOCONVERTER , / D
IFCITYPE .EQ. ID GO TO 1O
IFCITYPE .EQ. 2D GO TO 2O
C GERMANIUM DATA GOES HERE
NDATA=NDATAGE
DO 4O I=1,NDATA
A L P C I D ^ A L P G E C I D
C-4
AO=AGEO $ CZAGE1 $ A2=AGE2 $ A3=AGE3
BO = BGEO $ B1 = BGE1 $ B2=BGE2 $ B3=BGE3
EGGO=EGGOGE $ ALPHAO=ALPHGE $ BETAO=BETGE
NIA1 = NIAGE1 $ NIA2 = N I A G E 2
TNO=TNOGE $ T P O = T P O G E
EFSO=EFSOGE
GO TO 30




A O = A S O $ A1=AS1 $ A 2 = A S 2 $ A 3 = A S 3
BO=BSO $ B1=BS1 $ B2=BS2 $ B3=BS3
EGGO=EGGOS $ ALPHAO=ALPHAOS $ BETAO=BETAOS
NIA1=NIAS1 $ NIA2=NIAS2
TNO=TNOS $ TPO = TPOS
EPSO=EPSOS
GO TO 30
2 0 C O N T I N U E




AO = AGAO $ A1=AGA1 $ A2 = A G A 2 $ A3 = A G A 3
BO = BGAO $ B1 = BGA1 $ B2 = B G A 2 $ B3 = B G A 3
EGGOrEGGOGA $ ALPHAO=ALPHGA $ BETAO=BETGA
NIA1 = NIAGA1 $ NIA2 = N I A G A 2
TNO=TNOGA $ TPO=TPOGA
EPSO=EPSOGA
30 C O N T I N U E
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS
CALL CONST
C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
CALL SPEC
C CALCULATE I-V CURVE
CALL IVCLAMBDAD
WRITEC6,199)XGRAPH
199 FORMATCT2O.6HGRAPH ,F3.O )
WRITECe^OODISC.VOC.EFF.RSH.DN.NEIGV
200 FORMATC / ,T2 ,4HISC=,E12 .5 ,T20 .4HVOC = ,E12.5,T4
1 E12.5,T60,4HRSH=>E12.5,T80,3HDN = ,E12.5,T99,8HNEIGV = ,15)
WRITEC6,201)NA,ND,ZJ ,S1 .DP,NIA1
201 F O R M A T C T 2 , 3 H N A = , E 1 2 . 5 , T 2 O , 3 H N D = ,E12 .5 ,T40 .3HZJ = ,E12.5.
1T60,3HS1=,E12.5,T80,3HDP = ,E12.5,T99,7HNIA1 = .E12.5D
WRITEC6,2O2)TAUN,TAUP,LN,LP,TNO,NIA2
202 F O R M A T C T 2 , 5 H T A U N = ,E12.5,T20,5HTAUP = ,E12 .5 ,T40,3HLN = ,E12.5,
1 T60,3HLP = ,E12.5,T80,6HTNO = .E12.5.T99.7HNIA2 = .E12.5)
WRITEC6,203)A,B ,H,SO,TPO
203 FORMATCT2.2HA=,E12 .5 .T20 ,2HB = ,E12.5 ,T40,2HH = , £12.5, T6 0,3 HSO = ,
1 E12.5.T80.6HTPO = .E12.5}
WRITEC6,204)MUN,MUP,LAMBDA,POW
204 F O R M A T C T 2 , 4 H M U N = ,E12.5,T20,4HMUP = ,E12 .5 ,T40 ,7HLAMBDA-,F10 .4 ,
C-5
1T60,1HPOW = ,
W R I T E C 6 , 2 O 5 D T , R S , S N , S P
205 FORMATCT2,
1 T60,3HSP = ,E12.5)
W R I T E C 6 , 2 0 6 ) W , P M AX. NI.VBI. ALPHA
206 F O R M A T C T 2 . 2 H W = , E 1 2 . 5 , T 2 0 , 5 H P M A X r , E 1 2 . 5 , T 4 O , 3 H N I = ,
1 T6O,4HVBI = ,E12.5,T8O,6HALPHA=,E12.5,///)





C CONTOUR PLOTS OF CURRENT DENSITY
C VALUES STORED IN AAA AND BBS ARRAYS
D I M E N S I O N AAAC20.20D.BBBC20.20)
C AAA IS 2OX2O ARRAY OF CURRENT DENSITY VALUES AT X,Y AMD Z=ZJ
C BBB IS 20X2O ARRAY OF CURRENT DENSITY VALUES AT X,Y AND Z=ZJ+W
C
N=2O




FINC=O $ NSET=0 $ NHI=-1 $ NDOT=O
C CALCULATE JN AND STORE IN BBB. FIND BMAX AND BMIN VALURS FOR ARRAY
C
C











C CALCULATE CURRENT DENSITY AT X,Y COORDINATES SPECIFIED
C PUT RESULTS IN AAA AND BBB ARRAYS




COMMON/BLK6/PI ,PI2 ,Q,ZJ ,T . TO, NIA1,NIA2,TNO,TPO,W, ALPHA
C CALCULATE JPCX.Y) AND STORE IN AAA
REAL NA.ND









W R I T E C 6 . 9 9 )
99 FORMATCT5,1HX,T15 ,1HY,T25 ,2HZJ ,T43 ,2HJP .T55 ,1HX,





WRITEC6 ,1OO)X,Y ,ZJ ,XJP ,X ,Y ,YWQ.XJN
100 FORMATC3F10.4,E15.7,3X,3F10.6,E15.7 )
) = 4.OxuxALPHA*PHIOxCl-RE}xXJP
IFCAAACI.JD.GT.AMAX) AMAX = AAA(I , J)
IFCAAACI .JD.LT.AMIN) A M I N = A A ACL J}
IFCBBBCI .JD-GT.BMAX) BMAX = BBB(I. J)
IFCBBBCI.JD.LT.BMIND B M I N = B B B C I . J D
2 0 C O N T I N U E




C SUM TERMS OF DOUBLE FOURIER SERIES FOR CURRENT





COMMON/BLK6/PI ,PI2,Q.ZJ,T, TO, NIA1.NIA2.TNO,TPO,W, ALPHA
COMMON/BLK7/NEIGV,KB,KBTG,XGRAPH







CALL TERNIJCX.Y.I .J .FPIJ .FNIJD
XJP=XJP*FPIJ
XJN=XJN+FNIJ
2 0 C O N T I N U E









COMMON/BLK6/PI ,PI2 .Q.ZJ .T .TO,NIA1,NIA2,TNO,TPO,W, ALPHA
COMMON/BLK7/NEIGV,KB,KBTG,XGRAPH
REAL N A . N D , L P > L N , N P . N N , M U N . M U P , N I . N I A 1 , N I A 2 , K B , K B T G
G(ZD = FUNC-ALPHAxZD
HHCAA,X}=CALPHAACOSCAA*X>AA*SINCAA*X)XCALPHA* ALPHA* AAxAA)
S C A A , X ) = H H C A A . X D - G C 2 * X > H H C A A . - X )
C-7


























S .NI l sB*SINCETANCID) /ETANCID
SNI2 = A x S I N C X I N C J D X X I N C J )
SNI3=COS(XLAMJxXXUJNNOR
SNM=COSCXMUIxYD/VINNOR



























C CONVERT WAVELENGTH CMICRONS) TO ENERGY CEV)
ENER=1.24O2/LAMBDA
C CALCULATE BANDGAP AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
EGTrEGGO-ALPHAOxTAT/CT+BETAO}
C CALCULATE ENERGY SHIFT DUE TO TEMPERATURE
DELE=XKKOx(T-TO)
E=ENER+DELE






MUN = Y1 $ MUP = Y2
C CALCULATE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
DN = K B T G x M U N $ DP = K B T G x M U P
C CALCUALTE DENSITY OF PHOTONS IN PHOTON'S/CM2-S
PHIO=POW*LAMBDA*5.03306E21 '
C CALCULATE INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
POWER = -EGT/C2.AKBTG)
CALL EXPONCPOWER.ANS)
N I = N l A l x N I A 2 x ( T A A l . 5 ) A A N S
C CALCULATE BUILT IN VOLTAGE
VOLTS=O.O
CALL WIDTHCVOLTS}
C CALCULATE DIFFUSION LENGTHS
LP=SQRTCDPATAUP) $ LN=SQRTCDNATAUNO















2O C O N T I N U E
1=1+1
IFCI.GT.NDATA)GO TO 3O
IFCCENERGCI).LE.ED.AND.(ENERGCI-i- l ) .GE. E)}GO TO 4O
GO TO 2O
4O ALPHArALPCD + C A L P C I + D - A L P C I D D A C E - E N E R G C D D / C E N E R G C I + D
RETURN
1O A L P H A = 0.
RETURN




C EXPONENTIAL TERM IN CASE ARGUMENTS GET LARGE
IFCX.LT.-5OO) GO TO 1O
IF(X .GT. 7OO)GO TO 2O
ANS=EXFCX)
RETURN
10 ANS = 0.0
RETURN
2 0 W R I T E C 6 . 3 O )















C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR TOP REGION X-DIRECTION
R1 = SO $ R2 = DP $ R3=A $ N4=NEIGV
CALL EIGENCXIP,R1,R2,R3,N4)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR TOP REGION Y-DIRECTION
R1=SO $ R3=B
CALL EIGENCETAP,Rl.R2.R3,N'4Z8nP CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR BOTTOM
R1 = S1 $ R 2 r D N $ R3 = A
CALL EIGENCXIN,R1,R2.R3,N^)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR BOJOM REGION





C FINDS EIGENVALUES FOR EQUATION TANCX) = C/X, C^CONSTANT
C
COMMON/BLK6/PI ,PI2 .Q.ZJ .T 1 TO,NIA1,NIA2,TNO,TPO,W, ALPHA
C-10
R E A L • NIA1.NIA2 ORIGINAL "PAGE' IS
c OF POOR 'QUALITY
DIMENSION XXC2OO)
= T A N C Z ) - C / Z
C SOLVES E Q U A T I O N X * T A N X = C
C M MUST BE .LE. 2OO
IF(C.EQ.O) GO TO 1OO1
C GUESS AT FIRST ROOT
M = l $ I C = 1
2 O O Y 1 = F ( X 1 )
IF(Y1.GT.O)GO TO 1O
C Yl IS N E G A T I V E
X2=X1
Y2 = Y1
5 X 1 : . 5 A ( X 2 + C 2 * M - 1 ) >. P I 2 )
IF(Y1.GT.O)GO TO 20




10 X 2 = ( M - 1 ) A P I + . 8 .*. ( X 1 - C M - 1 ) A P
Y 2 = F C X 2 )
I F ( Y 2 . L T . O ) G O TO 2O
GO TO 1O
3. O X -- (.X 1 + X2} / 2 .
Y = F C X )
I F ( A B 3 ( Y ) .LT. 1.OE-5JGO TO LOO





X X ( I C ) - X
M = M •>• 1 5 I C - I C + 1
X i = X * P E
I F ( I C . G T . M ) GO TO 3OC
GO TO 2OO
3 O O C O N T I N U E
R E T U R N
1 O C 1 W R I T E C 6,2 3 4)
234 F O R M A T C 4 5 H R E G O M B I M A T I O N VELOCITY OF ZERO NOT A L L O W E D ,
END
-.SUBROUTINE M O B I L ( X M U N . X M U P )










C MOBILITY OF ELECTRONS
RQ=2./3.
BBl=AlxTxT/CNAxxRQ)












D = NDxBBlxCl.- .5xBBl)
X2 = BOxCTxxl.5XD





















C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
C
COMMON/BLK3/EPSO,AO,A1,A2,A3,BO,B1,B2,B3.EGGO,ALPHAO,BETAO













WRITEC6,8O) I ,E .WAVCI} ,S1F ,S1N,S1DR
80 F O R M A T C I 5 . 5 E 1 5 . 5 )
GO TO 9O
10O C O N T I N U E
MAX=I-1
1=1-1










12O C O N T I N U E
C PLOT G R A P H
NXL=20 $ SX=10. ' $ XOFF = .5
NYL=38 $ SY=10. $ YOFF = .5






C GRAPHICS OUTPUT OF PREVIOUS RESULTS FOR SPECTRAL RESPONSE










CALL AXESCO. ,O . .O . ,XPG,0 .0 ,WAVCI + 2 ) , - X T I C , X D V ,
120HWAVELENGTH CMICRONSD ,.1^,-2O)
CALL A X E S C O . , 0 . , 9 0 . , Y P G , 0 , 0 , . 2 , - Y T I C , Y D V ,










101 C O N T I N U E
CALL CALPLTCWAVC1)ASFX.SDRC1)ASFY,3)




DO 1O3 J = 1,I
CALL CALPLTCWAVCJ>SFX,SRCJ>SFY,2J
















C CALCULATES THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE COMPONENTS
C CALCULATES DOUBLE SUMMATION" OVER I.J
CALL ABSORPCE.ALPl)
ALPHA=ALP1






20 C O N T I N U E














COMMON/BLK6/PI ,PI2 .Q,ZJ ,T , TO, NIA1,NIA2,TNO,TPO,W, ALPHA
COMMON/BLK7/NEIGV.KB.KBTG.XGRAPH
REAL NNO.NPO, L A M B D A , NA,ND,MUN,MUP,NI,LN.LP,NIA1,NIA2
REAL KB.KBTG.IO.NN.NP
YlCX.Z^ZxCOSHCXXSINHCX;)














N P = S P x G I J / D P $ NN = S N x S I J / D N











20 C O N T I N U E









































1O SPIl = 16xALPHAxAxAxBxBxGIJ/Ct7JPNORxVIPNORxCALPHAxGIJn- l ) )
$ F5 = S I N C E T A P ( I 5 )
BX=ZJ/GIJ
SUM=BX $ XL=BX
20 RATIO=Cl + CNP-^l)
SPI3 = RATIO-G(ZJ)
SPIJ=SPIlxSPI2xSPI3
C O N T I N U E
HP=H-ZJ-W
G5 = S I N C X I N C J)) $ G6 = S I N C E T A N C I D )
SNIl = 16xALPHAxAxAxBxBxSIJxG(CZJ+WD)
S N I 2 = C G 5 / X I N C J ) ) x x 2
S N I 3 = C G 6 / E T A N C D ) x x 2
SNI 'Jr l . /CUJNNORxVINNOR)
TEST=ALPHAxSIJ-l
IFCABSCTEST).LE..001)GO TO 5O


































































IFCERROR.LT.1.0E-6D GO TO 12O
U=U2
GO TO 11O




I F C C I . L T . O D . O R . C V B I . L T . C V f D E L V D D D G O TO 13O
IFCV.GT..85) DELV = DELVO
GO TO 100





N = ICOUNT $ Y M I N r O $ X M I N = O




ISYM = O $ SX = 5.O $ SY = 5.O

















CALL A X E S C O . , O . , 0 . , X P G , 0 . 0 , X C I * 2 D , - X T I C . X D V ,
1 2OHVOLTAGE CMILLIVOLTS) ,.l-!,-2O)
CALL AXESCO. ,0 . ,90 . .YPG,0 .0 ,YCI + 2 ) , - Y T I C , Y D V .



























0 "tl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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1.0 1.2 1.1 1.6 1.8 2.0.6 .8
WflVELENGTH (MICRONS)
FIGURE Cl. Representative output from program "SC3D" illustrating the spectral
response, the current-voltage relation and contour plot of current
density in the planes Z=Z- and Z=Z-+W.
J . J
C-20
FIGURE Cl. (c) Contour plot of J (x, y) in plane Z=Z-.
C-21










C SC3D=SOLAR CELL 3 DIMENSIONAL (ILLUMINATED FROM SIDE X=A)
C















REAL LAMBDA,NA,ND,NIA1,NIA2,MUN,MUP.KB,KBTG,LN,LP.NI , ISC








C POW = LASER POWER CKW/CM2)
C N A = D O F I N G DENSITY CCM-3D
C ND = DOPING DENSITY (CM-3)
C L A M B D A = W A V E L E N G T H (MICRONS)
C A = HALF WIDTH OF X-DIRECTION ( -A .LE. X .LE. A)
C B=HALF WIDTH OF Y-DIRECTION C -B .LE. Y .LE. B)
C H = DEPTH OF CELL IN Z-DIRECTION C O .LE. 2 .LE. H)
C 2J = JUNCTION DEPTH FROM Z=O (CM)
C T= T E M P E R A T U R E (DEG K)
C RS = SERIES RESISTANCE OHMS
C RSH=SHUNT RESISTANCE OHMS
C SN = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY TOP (CM/S)
C SP = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY BOTTOM (CM/S)
C SO=SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY TOP SIDES
C S1 = SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY BOTTOM SIDES
C NEIGV = N U M B E R OF EIGENVALUES
C ITYPE = TYPE OF MATERIAL
C ITYPE = 1 FOR SILICON (SI)
C . ITYPE = 2 FOR GALLIUM ARSENIDE (GAAS)
C ITYPE = 3 FOR GERMANIUM (GE)
C ISWITCH TURNS CONTOUR PLOT ON AND OFF
C ISWITCH=O CONTOUR PLOT IS OFF
C ISWITCH=1 CONTOUR PLOT IS ON
D-2
c
C NOMINAL VALUES FOR NAMELIST VARIABLES
C
POW=.OO1 $ RE=.05 > •













D A T A C E N E R G S C K ) , K = 1,8X1.1,1.15,1.24,1.378,1.46,1.77,2.O67,2.48/
D A T A C E N E R G S C K ) , K = 9,15X2.76,3.1,3.26,3.5,3.6,4.0,4.2/
DATA CENERGSC K }, K = 16,2O X 5.0,5.2,6.0,8.0,10.0-''
DATA ( A L F S C K ; ) , K = l,7X1.0.10.0,10O.O,35O.O,95O.0,2.E3,4.5E3/
DATA C A L P S ( K ) , K = 8,14X1.0E4,2.0E4,5.OE4,1.0E5,1.0E6,1.1E6,1.8E6/
DATA C ALP S ( K ) , K = 15,2 OX 2.5 E6,1.9 E 6,2.0 E6,1.5 E 6,1.3 E 6,1.1 E6/
C CONSTANTS FOR MOBILITIES
DATA ASO,AS1,AS2,AS3/65.O2,5.72E-9,2.49E9.2.5/
DATA. BSO,BS1,BS2,BS3/54.46,6.76E-9,2.93E9,2.7/
C CONSTANTS FOR BANDGAP AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
DATA EGGOS,ALPHAOS,BETAOS/1.16,7.O2E-4,11O8./
C CONSTANTS FOR INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
DATA NIAS1.NIAS2/4.9E15.1.61/
C CONSTANTS FOR LIFETIMES
DATA TNOS,TPOS,B4/1.86E-4,3.52E-3,7.1E15/
EPSOS = 11.6
C GALLIUM ARSENIDE PARAMETERS
C ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT CURVE FOR GAAS
NDATAGA=16
D A T A C E N E R G G A C K ) , K = l ,8 )/1.37,1.38,1.4,1.41,1.42,1.43,1.44,1.5/
D A T A C E N E R G G A C K D , K = 9,16)/1.6,1.8 I2.0,2.4,3.0.3.5,4.O,4.5' /
D A T A C A L P G A C K ) , K = 1,8X18.,32.,119.,175.,2.5E3,4.5E3,6.E3,1.4E4/
D A T A C A L P G A C K ) , K = 9 ,16)/1.8E4,3.E4,4.E4,1.E5,2.E5,3.E5,4.E5,5.E5/
C
C CONSTANTS FOR MOBILITIES
DATA AGAO,AGA1,AGA2,AGA3/5O76.11,5.24E-9,6.43E5,1.O/
DATA BGAO,BGA1,BGA2,BGA3/1477.3,8.59E-8,6.05E7,2.1/
C CONSTANTS FOR BANDGAP
DATA EGGOGA,ALPHGA,BETGA/1.519,5.4E-4,2O4./
C CONSTANTS FOR INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
D A T A NIAGA1,NIAGA2/4.9E15,.0488844/
C CONSTANTS FOR LIFETIMES




GERMANIUM SOLAR CELL PARAMETERS
NDATAGE=22
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K ) , K = 1,8X.66,.68,.7,.73,.76,.79,.8,.81/
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K D , K = 9,16D /.83,.85,.875,.9,.97,1.7,2.6.3./
D A T A C E N E R G G E C K D , K = 17.22D /3.6,4.,4.4,5.0,6.0,8./
D A T A C A L P G E C K D , K = 1,8D /1.,10.,2O.,6O.,100.,600.,1.E3,4.E3/
D A T A C A L P G E C K ) , K = 9,16X5.E3,8.E3,a.5E3,9.E3,l.E4,l.E5,7.E5,8.E5/













I F C E O F C 5 D D 6 O 0 . 6 0 1
600 W R I T E C 6 . 6 0 3 D
603 FORMATC1X.28HEND OF FILE ENCOUNTERED-STOP D
STOP 1313
601 C O N T I N U E
C
W R I T E C 6 . 1 1 O D
110 F O R M A T C / O
Q=1.6E-19
X K K O = 1.2E-3




C EPSO IS THE PERMITIVITY
XGR APH=XGR APH + 1
C
C SETUP PARAMETERS FOR CORRECT TYPE OF PHOTOCONVERTER MATERIALS
C ITYPE = 1 CSI)
C ITYPE = 2 CGAAS)
C ITYPE = 3 CGE}
IFCITYPE .EQ. ID WRITEC6.111D
IFCITYPE .EQ. 2) WRITEC6.112)
IFCITYPE .EQ. 3D WRITE(6,113)
111 FORMATC1X.25HSILICON PHOTOCONVERTER , / D
112 FORMATC1X.35HGALLIUM ARSENIDE P H O T O C O N V E R T E R ,/)
113 FORMAT(1X,25HGERMANIUM PHOTOCONVERTER , / )
IFCITYPE .EQ. I) GO TO 10
IFCITYPE .EQ. 2D GO TO 20




= A L P G E C I )
D-4
AO = AGEO $ A1 = AGE1 $ A2=AGE2 $ A3=AGE3
BO = BGEO $ B1=BGE1 $ B2=BGE2 $ B3=BGE3
EGGO = EGGOGE $ ALPHAO=ALPHGE $ BETAO=BETGE
N I A l r N I A G E l $ N I A 2 = N I A G E 2
TNO=TNOGE $ T P O = T P O G E
EPSO=EPSOGE
GO TO 30 -




4 1 A L P C I ) = A L P S C I )
A O = A S O $ A1 = AS1 $ A2 = AS2 $ A3 = AS3
B O = B S O $ B1=BS1 $ B2rBS2 $ B3=BS3





2 0 C O N T I N U E
C GALLIUM ARSENIDE PARAMETERS
NDATA=NDATAGA
DO 42 I=1,NDATA
4 2 A L P C I )
AO = AGAO $ A1 = AGA1 $ A2 = AGA2 $ A3 = AGA3
BO = BGAO $ B1 = BGA1 $ B2 = B G A 2 $ B3 = B G A 3
EGGO = EGGOGA $ ALPHAO=ALPHGA $ 3ETAO=BETGA
NIA1 = NIAGA1 $ NIA2 = N I A G A 2
TNO=TNOGA $ TPO=TPOGA
EPSO=EPSOGA
3 O C O N T I N U E
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS
CALL CONST
C CALCULATE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
CALL SPEC
C -CALCULATE I-V CURVE
CALL IVCLAMBDAD
WRITEC6,199)XGRAPH
199 FORMATCT2O.6HGRAPH ,F3.O )
WRITEC6,2OO)ISC,VOC,EFF.RSH,DN,NEIGV
200 FORMATC / ,T2,4HISC = ,E12 .5 ,T2O,4HVOC = ,E12 .5 ,T4O,4
1 E12.5,T6O,4HRSH = ,E12.5,T8O,3HDN = ,E12.5,T99,8HNEIGV = ,15)
W R I T E C 6 , 2 0 1 ) N A , N D ; Z J , S 1 , D P , N I A 1
201 FORMATCT2,3HNA = ,E12.5 ,T20,3HND = ,E12.5 ,T40,3HZJ =
 )E12.5,
1T60,3HS1=,E12.5.T80,3HDP = ,E12 .5 ,T99 ,7HNIA1 = .E12.5)
WRITE(6 ,202)TAUN,TAUP,LN,LP,TNO,NIA2
202 FORMAT(T2,5HTAUN=,E12.5 ,T20 I 5HTAUP = ,E12 .5 ,T40 ,3HLN = ,E12.5,
1 T60,3HLP=,E12.5,T80,6HTNO = ,E12.5,T99,7HNIA2 = .E12.5)
WRITE(6 ,203)A,B ,H,SO,TPO - - -
203 F O R M A
1 E12.5,T80,6HTPO = .E12.5)
WRITEC6,204)MUN,MUP,LAMBDA,POW,SPTOP
204 F O R M A T C T 2 , 4 H M U N = ,E12.5,T20,4HMUP = , E 1 2 . 5 , T 4 0 , 7 H L A M B D A z , F 1 0 . 4 ,
D-5
1T6O,4HPOW = ,E12.5 ,T8O,6HSPTOP= .E12.5 )
WRITEC6,2O5)T,RS,SN,SP,SNBOT
205 FORMAT(T2,2HT = ,E12.5,T2O,3HRS = ,E12.5,T40,3HS'N = ,
1 T60,3HSP = ,E12.5,T8O,6HSNBOT = .E12.5 )
WRITEC6, 2O6)W,PM AX. NI.VBI, ALPHA
206 F O R M A T C T 2 , 2 H W = , E 1 2 . 5 , T 2 O , 5 H P M A X = ,





C AAA IS 10X40 ARRAY OF CURRENT DENSITY VALUES AT X,Y AND Z=ZJ
C BBB IS 4OX4O ARRAY OF CURRENT DENSITY VALUES AT X,Y AND Z=ZJ+W
C
N=4O




C CALCULATE JN AND STORE IN BBB. FIND BMAX AND BMIN VALURS FOR ARRAY
C
C AAA ARE VALUES OF XJP




C PLOT CONTOUR GRAPH OF AAA
CALL C O N R E C ( A A A , N , N , N , AMIN, AMAX.0.0, -1,0)
CALL EZTRN
CALL NFRAME
W R I T E C 6 . 1 9 9 )
199 F O R M A T C / / / / )
C PLOT CONTOUR GRAPH OF BBB
C








COMMON/BLK6/PI ,P I2 ,Q ,ZJ ,T ,TO,NIA1,NIA2,TNO,TPO,W.ALPHA
REAL NA.ND, L A M B D A , LN,LP,MUN,MUP,NI,NIA1,NIA2
DIMENSI O N AAAC4O,4O),BBBC4O,4O:)
C CALCULATE JPCX.Y) AND STORE IN AAA







W R I T E C 6 . 9 9 )
99 FORM ATCT5,1HX,T15,1HY,T25.2HZJ,T4 3,2 HJP.T55.1HX,










W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 O ) X , Y , Z J , A A A C I , J ) , X , Y , Y W Q , B B B C I , J )
100 FORMAT(1X,3F1O.4,E15.7 ,3X,3F1O.6,E15.7:)
I F C A A A C I , J ) . G T . A M A X ) A M A X = AAA(I , J)
IF(AAACI.JD.LT.AMIN) A M I N = A A AC I , J )
IF(BBBCI,J) .GT.BMAX) BMAX=BBB( I , J)
IFCBBBCI.JD.LT.BMIND B M I N = B B B C I , J )
2 0 C O N T I N U E














. C A L L TERNUCX.Y.I .J .FPIJ.FNIJ)
XJPrXJP-fFPIJ
XJNrXJN-t-FNIJ
2 O C O N T I N U E
10 C O N T I N U E
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TERNIJ(X,Y,I , J.FPIJ.FNIJ)
COMMON/BLK2/POW,LAMBDA,NA,ND,B^,SN,SP,SO,S1,RE,RS,RSH,A,B,H
COMMON/BLK^/XKKO,MUN,MUP,TAUN,TAUP,DN,DP,PHIO,NI ,LN,LP,VBI
C O M M O N / B L K 5 / E T A N C 5 0 D , X I N C 5 O D , X I P C 5 O ) , E T A P C 5 O ) , X N C 5 O ) , X P ( 5 O )
COMMON/BLK6/PI ,P I2 ,Q ,ZJ ,T ,TO,NIA1 ,NIA2 ,TNO I TPO,W > ALPHA
COMMON/BLK7/NEIGV,KB,KBTG,XGRAPH



























S N I l r B x S I N C E T A N C I D X E T A N C D
















































C CONVERT WAVELENGTH CMICRONS} TO ENERGY (EV)
ENERrl.24O2/LAMBDA
C CALCULATE BANDGAP AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
EGT=EGGO-ALPHAOxTxT/(T.+BETAO)
C CALCULATE ENERGY SHIFT DUE TO TEMPERATURE
DELE=XKKOxCT-TO)
E=ENER+DELE




C CALCULATE M O B I L I T I E S
CALL MOBILCY1.Y2D
M U N = Y 1 $ M U P = Y 2
C CALCULATE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
D N = K B T G x M U N $ D P = K B T G x M U P
C CALCUALTE DENSITY OF PHOTONS IN PHOTON'S/CM2-S
PHIO=POWxLAMBDAx5.O33O6E21
C CALCULATE INTRINSIC CARRIER DENSITY
POWER=-EGT/C2.xKBTG)
CALL EXPON(POWER.ANS)
NI = NIAlxNIA2xCTxxl .5 )xANS




C CALCULATE DIFFUSION LENGTHS
LP=SQRTCDPxTAUP) $ LN=SQRT(DNxTAUN)














2O C O N T I N U E
1=1+1
IF(I.GE.NDATA)GO TO 3O
IFCCENERGCn.LE.ED.AND.CENERGCI + l) .GE. E))GO TO 4O
GO TO 20
40 ALPHAs ALPCI) + (ALPCI + 1 ) - A L P C I ) ) A C E - E N E R G C I D K C E N E R G C I + 1)
RETURN
10 A L P H A = O.
RETURN




IFCX.LT.-5OO) GO TO 1O
IFCX .GT. 7OODGO TO 2O
ANS=EXPCXD
RETURN
10 ANS = O.O
RETURN
2 0 W R I T E C 6 . 3 0 )








COMMON/BLK5/ETANC5O),XINC5O) ,XIPC5O) ,ETAPC5O) ,XNC5O),XPC5O)





C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR TOP REGION X-DIRECTION
R1 = SO $ R2 = DP $ R3=A $ N4 = NEIGV
CALL EIGENCXIP,R1,R2,R3,N4D
C CALCULATE EIGENVVALUES FOR TOP REGION Z-DIRECTION
R1 = SP $ R2 = DP $ R3=2J
CALL EIGCXP,R1,R2,R3,N4)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR TOPphLGION Y-DIRECTION
R1 = SO $ R3=B
CALL EIGENCETAP,R1.R2,R3,N4)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR BOTTOM REGIION
D-10
R1=S1 $ R2 = DN $ R3=A
CALL EIGEN(XIN,R1,R2,R3,N4;)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES BOTTOM REGION Z-DIRECTION
R1=SN $ R2 = DN $ R3 = H-ZJ -W
CALL EIGCXN,R1,R2,R3,N4)
C CALCULATE EIGENVALUES FOR BOTTOM REGION
R l r S l $ R 3 = B
CALL EIGEN(ETAN,R1,R2,R3,N4)
W R I T E C 6 . 9 8 )
WRITE(6,99
W R I T E C 6 . 9 8 )
W R I T E C 6 , 9 9 )
WRITE(6 ,98 )
WRITE(6 ,98)
WRITEC6.99) (XP( J), J = 1 , N 4 D
W R I T E C 6 . 9 8 )
WRITE(6,99) C X N ( J ) , J = 1,N4)
W R I T E C 6 . 9 8 )
99 F O R M A T ( 1 X , C 5 E 1 5 . 6 ) )






FCZ) = 1 + C*Z*DCOSCZXDSIN(Z)
C N MUST BE LESS THAN 5O
PI = 3.1^115926535897932
PI2=.5API
C X X = E T A J * Z J U N C T I O N
IFCS.LE.ODGO TO 1OO1
C GUESS AT FIRST ROOT
XlsPI2
M=l $ IC=1
2 0 0 Y I = F C X I D
IFCY1.GT.O)GO TO 1O
C Yl IS NEGATIVE, DECREASE X
X2=X1 $ Y2rYl
5 Xl = . 5 x ( X 2 - H ( 2 A M - l ) A P I 2 )
Y1=FCX1)
IFCY1.GT.O) GO TO 2O
C Yl IS N E G A T I V E
X 2 = X 1 $ Y 2 = Y 1
GO TO 5
10 C O N T I N U E
C Yl IS POSITIVE, INCREASE X
IFCY2.LT.O]) GO TO 2O




20 x = c x i * X 2 ) x 2 . QF POOR QUALITY
Y=F(X)
I F ( D A B S C Y ) .LT. l.OE-6) GO TO 1OO
IFCY.LT.Oj GO TO 3O
X 1 = X $ Y 1 = Y
GO TO 20
3 O X 2 = X
Y2 = Y
GO TO 2O
1OO C O N T I N U E
• ZZ-X
M=M + 1_ $ IC = IC + 1
X l r X + P I
IFCIC.GT. Nj GO TO 3O3
GO TO 200
303 R E T U R N
1OO1 W R I T E ( 6 , 2 3 ^ D
2.3-4 F O R M A T C 1 X . 4 5 H R E C O M B I N A T I O N VELOCITY OF ZERO NOT A L L O W E D )
END
S U B R O U T I N E EIGENCXX, S,D,H,N)
C
C O M M O N ' - ' B L K 6 ' X P I , P I 2 . Q , Z J , T , T O , N I A 1 . N I A 2 , T N O , T P O , W , A L P H A
.C
R E A L NIA1.NIA2 '
C
DIMENSION XX(5Oj
C S O L V E S E Q U A T I O N X x T A N X = C
C N M U S T BE .LE. 2OO
C=SxH/D
IF(C.EQ.O) GO TO 1OO1
C GUESS AT FIRST ROOT
Xl = FI/4.
M r l $ I C = 1
200 Y l r F f X l ) '
IF (Y1 .GT.O)GO TO 1O
C Yl IS N E G A T I V E
X2-X1
Y2 = Y1
5 X 1 = . 5 *. ( X 2 * ( 2 x M - 1 ) .* P I 2 )
IFCY1.GT.O)GO TO 2O
C Yl IS N E G A T I V E
X2 = X1
Y 2 = Y i
GO TO 5
1 O X 2 r C M. - i ) .*. P I * . 3 .*. C X 1 - ( M - 1 ) A p I j
Y2-FCX2)




dO X -- ( X 1 + X 2 ) / 2 .
D-12
Y=F(X)
IFCABSCY) .LT. l.OE-6)GO TO 1OO




3 O X 2 = X
Y2=Y
GO TO 20 -
100 X X ( I C ) = X
M = M + 1 $ I C = I C + 1
X1=X+PI
IFCIC.GT.N) GO TO 3O8
GO TO 200
3O8 C O N T I N U E
RETURN
10O1 W R I T E C 6 . 2 3 4 )













C ' - '
C MOBILITY OF ELECTRONS
RQ=2./3.











D = NDxBBlx( l . - .5xBBl)
X2 = BOx(Txxl.5)/D











C O M M O N / B L K 6 / P I , PIS, Q.ZJ.T.TO.NIAl.NI A2, TNO.TPO.W, ALPHA
COMMON/BLK7/NEIGV,KB,KBTG,XGRAPH
C
REAL KB, KBTG, LAMBDA. LN,LP,MTTN,MUP,NA,ND,NI,NIA1,NIA2
C




















90 Irl + l









C NORMALIZE SPECTRAL RESPONSE
XMAX=0.
DO 110 K=1,MAX
I F C S R C K ) . G T . X M A X ) X M A X = SRCK)





IFCSSNCK) .GT. SNBOT) SNBOT=SSNCK)
IFCSSPCK) .GT. SPTOP) SPTOP=SSP(K)
120 C O N T I N U E















CALL AXESCO. ,0 . ,0 . ,XPG,0 .0 ,WAVCI + 2 ) , - X T I C , X D V ,
12OHWAVELENGTH (MICRONSD ,.14,-2O)
CALL A X E S C O . , O . , 9 O . , Y P G , O . O , . 2 , - Y T I C , Y D V ,
1 28HNORMALIZED SPECTRAL RESPONSE ,.11,28)





100 C O N T I N U E
CALL CALPLTCWAVC1)*SFX,SPC1)*SFY,3)
DO 1O1 J = 1,I
CALL CALPLTCWAV(J)ASFX,SPCJ)ASFY,2)
101 C O N T I N U E
CALL CALPLT(WAVC13ASFX,SRC1>SFY,3)
DO 1O3 J = 1,I
CALL CALPLTCWAVCJ>SFX.SRCJ>SFY.2)
















C CALCULATES THE SPECTRAL RESPONSE COMPONENTS









2O C O N T I N U E









COMMON/BLK5/ETANC5OD,XINC50) ,XIPC50) ,ETAPC50) ,XNC50D,XPC50)


















N P = S P x G I J / D P $ NN = S N x S I J / D N
= A*(SOxAxA/DN)xCCOS(XINCJD)/XINCJD)xx2
F1 = S I N ( X I N C J D ) $ F2 = S I N C E T A N ( I D )
HP=H-ZJ-W
F3 = 16xAxAxBxBxQxDNxNIxNI/CNAxSIJ)
F1 = C F l / X I N ( J ) ) x x 2 $ F5 = ( F 2 / E T A N C D ) x x 2
F6=lX(UJNNORMxVINNORMD
D-1G
= SINCXIP(J)) $ F2 = SINCETAP(I))
= 16xAxAxBxBxQxDPxNIxNI/CNDxGIJ)





20 C O N T I N U E










COMMON/BLK5/ETANC5O) ,XINC5O) ,XIPC5O) .ETAPC5OD,XNC5O) .XPC5O5








GIJ2 = LPxLP/Cl-- (-LPxLPxDEN2)
GIJ=SQRT(GIJ2)



















= HPx( l -COSCXN(J) )XXNCJ5
D-I7





























5O B = C l . / G I J ) + (S0
A=2xSO/DP
R=TANH(ARG1)
IFCARG1.GT.7OO) GO TO 1OO
RETURN
1OO SPM = CAl
RETURN






















COMMON/BLK5/ETANC5OD,XINC50) ,XIPC50) ,ETAPC50D,XNC50) ,XP(50D
































110 C O N T I N U E
ZrCV + UxIBxRSKKBTG




IFCERROR.LT.l.OE-6) GO TO 120
U=U2
GO TO 110
120 I = U 2 * I B
AMPS(ICOUNTD=lAlOOO
W R I T E C 6 , 9 9 ) I S C , I O , I R E C , V , Y A 1 , Y A 2
99 F O R M A T C 1 X . 6 E 1 5 . 7 D
P=L*V
IFCP.GT.PMAX)FMAX=P
IFCCI .LT.O) .OR.fVBI .LT.CV+DELVDO)GO TO 13O
IFCV.GT..85) DELV = DELVO
GO TO 100




IFCICOUNT .GT. 1) VOLTSCICOUNT)=VOLTSCICOUNT-1)+DELV/10O.
















CALL AXESCO. ,0 . ,O . ,XPG,0 .0 ,XCI + 2 ) , - X T I C , X D V ,
1 20HVOLTAGE CMILLIVOLTS) ,.14,-2O)
CALL AXESCO. ,0 . ,90 . ,YPG,0 .0 ,YCI + 2 ) , - Y T I C , Y D V ,
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FIGURE Dl. Representative output from the program "VSC3D" illustrating the
spectral response, the current-voltage relation and contour plots
of the current density in the planes Z=Z- and Z=Z.+W.
J J
D-21





FIGURE Dl. (d) Contour plot of current density in plane Z-+W.
Jn(x»y) = constant. J
D-23
